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Abstract Ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP) of norbornadiene

(NBD) with [RuCl2(PPh3)2(pyrrolidine)] as the starting complex was evaluated as a

function of reaction time, solvent volume, and atmosphere type at 25 �C. Quanti-

tative yields of polyNBD were obtained either under inert argon atmosphere or in

air, with 2 mL of CHCl3, for 30 min. Copolymerization of NBD with norbornene

(NBE) resulted in 100–70% yield under argon, depending on the NBE/NBD molar

ratio, and in 70% yield in air, with 2 mL, for 120 min. TGA, DSC, and DMA

measurements and swelling tests supported the occurrence of cross-linking in

homopolyNBD and in the copolymers isolated from polymers. SEM micrographs

showed porous polymeric NBD materials with pores that decreased in size when

increasing the amount of NBD in the starting reaction composition. Results from

amine parent complexes when the amine was piperidine or perhydroazepine are also

discussed, with high cross-linking degree from reaction with the pyrrolidine

complex.

Keywords ROMP � Norbornene � Norbornadiene � Ruthenium � Ancillary
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Introduction

Ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP) of cyclic olefin has been an

efficient method to develop polymers and copolymers for practical applications in

different fields of science, including functionalized polymeric materials with

advanced structures [1–7]. Pendant functional groups in the cyclic olefin, such as

carboxylic or hydroxyl, are useful to be modified into many other groups for the

development of unlike polymers [8, 9].

ROMP is a typical coordination polymerization, but the ring strain in the cyclic

olefin is important for the reaction to occur; the energy released upon the ring

opening contributes to the reaction driving force [10–13]. Norbornene (NBE), with

a strain cycle of 27.2 kcal mol-1 [14], can easily undergo ROMP (Scheme 1), and it

is usually employed in tuning catalytic activity.

Polyolefins obtained via ROMP from strained cyclic olefins are usually

stereoregular, monodisperse, and present high molecular weight; they are also an

important commercial class of synthetic thermoplastics [6]. PolyNBE is amorphous

thermoplastic with molecule chains chaotically arranged. As expected, thermoplas-

tics are materials that become soft when heated and hard when cooled; however, the

presence of a cross-linking agent, such as norbornadiene (NBD), can change their

properties, such as brittleness, thermal stability, morphology, and others [15].

Therefore, NBD also presents large chemical interest because the opening of the

second ring forms a cross-linked polymeric structure (Scheme 1). This second

Scheme 1 Illustration of ROMP of NBE and NBD
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opening is thermodynamically less favourable than the first double ring, and very

often a double coordination bond occurs, poisoning the starting metal complex or

the catalyst species in the propagation reaction [16, 17]. In this way, to avoid this

fact, selection of the metal-ancillary ligand dual pair to catalyse ROMP implies in

the success of the resulting polymer, whose identity can range from a cross-liked

and insoluble polymer to one that is linear and usually soluble in regular solvents.

A transition metal carbene complex catalyses ROMP via a metallocyclobutane

intermediate formed from the interaction between a metal carbene moiety and the

cyclic olefin, resulting in rearrangement of the carbon–carbon double bond [18–21],

as illustrated in Scheme 2 [6].

Currently, many metal carbene complexes are well established, in which a

diversity of ancillary ligands provide electronic and geometric arrangements for

occurrence of the metal–olefin bonding and subsequent formation of the metallo-

cyclobutane intermediate. An important key in this process is the orbital coplanarity

between the metal carbene moiety and the olefin, as well as prevention of double

coordination in the case of polycyclic multiple olefins. Therefore, the search for

ancillary ligands to support these features is a continuous target.

Commercially available Grubbs-type catalysts are the most commonly used

initiators for ROMP reactions in both academia and industry [6]. An alternative to

these catalysts is the development of highly active and robust compounds that can

be easily prepared at low production cost. In particular, our group has been working

extensively on the development of catalysts to mediate reactions with high molar

ratios of [monomer] to [Ru] for few minutes at room temperature [17, 22–30].

In particular, our research group has been studying ROMP with well-defined non-

carbene [RuCl2(PPh3)2(amine)] complexes; the catalytic species is produced in situ

from reaction with ethyl diazoacetate (EDA) [17, 22–30]. Some advantages of these

types of complexes are associated with the conditions of synthesis, storage, and

manipulation. These circumstances corroborate the literature, which has claimed

application of metathesis in more user-friendly conditions [31] considering the

Scheme 2 Illustration of ROMP catalysed by a transition metal carbene complex
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entire process: from the synthesis of the catalyst to its application in olefin

metathesis. So far, our results have presented satisfactory reactivity, forming

polymers and copolymers in high yields, with different thermal and morphological

characteristics [26, 28].

ROMP of NBE under argon atmosphere and in non-degassed solvent (in air) at

room temperature using the [RuCl2(PPh3)2(amine)] complex type has been

successfully conducted with the amines pyrrolidine (complex 1), piperidine

(complex 2), and perhydroazepine (complex 3) as ancillary ligands (Fig. 1)

[17, 22]. Different reactivity, yields, and polymer characteristics have been

observed with the complexes 1, 2, and 3. A propagating species without PPh3

ligands in the metal coordination sphere has been demonstrated by calculus in the

case with 2 [32]. Thus, the different amine ring size drives the reaction, considering

that the cyclic amines present rings which differ by one CH2 unit (Fig. 1) and that

the amines must present similar r-donor nature [17, 22, 27, 29].

With complex 1, the ratios of yields for ROMP of NBE from the runs under

argon atmosphere and in air were close to the unit, indicating an insignificant loss of

reactivity of the active species in the presence of O2 from air. Studies with NBD and

copolymers with NBE were not investigated. Therefore, the purpose of this study is

to investigate ROMP of NBD and its copolymerization with NBE using complex 1
to compare the results with those obtained with the complexes 2 and 3 [17, 27]. It is

expected that the present study provide further support to discuss ring size influence

on cyclic amines as ancillary ligands in Ru–amine-based complexes for ROMP of

bicyclic monomers. This would improve knowledge about the properties of the

obtained polymers utilizing these parent complexes as catalytic initiators in an

interface of the development joining catalyst and polymer sciences. As concluded,

shifts in the thermoplastic nature and microstructure of the polymers were obtained.

An important fact is the type of resulting polymer from usual monomers, tailored by

simple complexes.

Experiments are performed under argon atmosphere and in air to observe the

stability of the active metal species in the presence of molecular oxygen from air.

Experiments are performed with different volumes of solvent to observe entropic

effects. All reactions are followed as a function of time.

Fig. 1 Illustration of the Ru–amine complexes with pyrrolidine (1), piperidine (2), and perhydroazepine
(3)
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Experimental

General remarks

Norbornene (NBE), norbornadiene (NBD), and ethyl diazoacetate (EDA) from

Aldrich were used as obtained. Other commercially available reagents were used

without further purification. All the solvents were of analytical grade. The

[RuCl2(PPh3)2(amine)] complexes, with pyrrolidine (1), piperidine (2), and

perhydroazepine (3) were obtained following the literature [17, 22, 29].

Polymerization

In a typical ROMP experiment, NBD was dissolved in CHCl3. In the case of the

copolymerization reactions, NBD and NBE were dissolved in the same flask. The

Ru–amine-based complex (1.0 mg) was added to the reaction solution, followed by

5.0 lL of EDA. The molar ratio [monomer]/[Ru] was 5000. Mixtures of monomers

(NBE with NBD) were prepared using different NBD loadings, ranging from 20 to

80%, and NBE as balance. Polymerization was performed at 23 ± 1 �C in silicone

oil bath. The reactions were performed under argon (in degassed CHCl3) or under

air (in non-degassed CHCl3) to evaluate the reactivity of the complex. After the

desired reaction time, 20 mL of methanol was added and the precipitated polymer

was filtered, washed with methanol, and dried in vacuum before being weighed. The

yields reported are the arithmetic averages from a batch with two individual

solutions, and each batch was performed at least three times up to an experimental

error of 5–10%.

Samples of the copolymers were denominated X/Y poly(NBE-co-NBD), where

X (80; 60; 40; 20) denotes the initial percentage of NBE and Y (20; 40; 60; 80)

denotes the initial percentage of NBD.

Characterization

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) analysis was performed using a Shimadzu

Prominence LC system equipped with a LC-20AD pump, a DGU-20A5 degasser, a

CBM-20A communication module, a CTO-20A oven, and a RID-10A detector,

connected to three PL gel column (5 m MIXED-C: 30 cm, Ø = 7.5 mm). The

retention time was calibrated with standard monodispersed polystyrene using

HPLC-grade CHCl3 as eluent. Usually, 50 mg of polymer were dissolved in 10 mL

CHCl3, filtered, and injected (20 lL). PDI (polydispersity index) is Mw/Mn.

The gel content was analysed via Soxhlet extraction. A 2–3 g sample was placed

into a cellulose thimble that was subsequently placed in a Soxhlet extractor

equipped with a 250-mL round-bottom flask containing toluene. A condenser was

placed on top of the extractor, and the sample was refluxed for 24 h. After refluxing,

the insoluble portion was dried for 24 h in a vacuum oven and weighed.

Swelling tests in toluene were performed to evaluate the occurrence of cross-link

in the isolated polymers from ROMP. The samples were weighed to determine the
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initial weights (winitial) and soaked in toluene at 25 �C. After 24 h the final weights

(wfinal) of samples were obtained. The swelling degree percentage (SD %) was

calculated using the Eq. (1). The swollen polymers were dried to weigh the wdry to

estimate the cross-link degree percentage (CD %) using the Eq. (2):

SD % ¼ ½ðwfinal � winitialÞ=winitial� � 100; ð1Þ

CD % ¼ ðwdry=wswelledÞ � 100: ð2Þ

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis was performed using an Agilent

model 500/54 Premium Shielded 500 MHz. For 13C{1H} without NOE NMR

analyses of the copolymers, 150 mg of polymer was dissolved in 10 mL of CHCl3,

and an aliquot (300 lL) was added to the NMR tube with CDCl3 (number of

scans = 3200, acquisition time = 14 h, pulse angle = 90�, and relaxation

delay = 15 s). For the COSY NMR experiment, the complex was added to a fresh

monomer solution (norbornadiene) in CDCl3 with molar ratio of [complex]/

[NBD] = 2 (acquisition time = 42 min, 8 scans per t1 increment, and 256 t1

increments).

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using a LEO 440 ZEISS/

LAICA (Cambridge, England) with an EDX OXFORD system (model 7060). The

samples were coated with 10 nm of gold utilizing a BAL-TEC MED020 coating

system (BAL-TEC, Liechtenstein).

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis was performed using a TA

Instrument Q2000 thermal analyzer. The samples were heated from - 50 �C up to

200 �C at a heating rate of 10 �C min-1 to erase their thermal history, equilibrated

at - 50 �C, and then heated to 200 �C with a heating rate of 10 �C min-1. The Tg

values determined from the second scans.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed using a thermal analyser (TA

Instrument Q50). The samples were heated from room temperature to 700 �C at a

heating rate of 20 �C min-1 under flow of air at 60 mL min-1.

Dynamical mechanical analysis (DMA) was performed using a TA Instruments

DMA Q800 dynamic mechanical analyser with a film tension mode of 1 Hz.

Rectangular specimens was used for the analysis. Samples were cooled and held

isothermally for 2 min at - 50 �C before the temperature was increased up to 70 �C
at a rate of 3 �C min-1.

Results and discussion

ROMP of NBD with complex 1

Reaction time, solvent volume, and atmosphere type were selected as parameters to

evaluate the activity of 1 in ROMP of NBD at 25 �C (Table 1).

Under argon atmosphere, quantitative yield was obtained with 2 mL of solvent

for 5 min, decreasing in yield when the reactions were performed with more solvent

(Table 1; entries 1–4). With 4–8 mL of solvent, methanol was added to stop the
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reactions and turbid solutions were observed. This turbidity can be associated with

the interruption of the propagating chains, and polymers with low molecular weights

remained in solution. Probably, more chains or cross-linked chains were initiated at

large volumes. In addition, ROMP reactions are generally disfavoured thermody-

namically at low reagent concentration (large volume) [16, 20].

When the reactions were conducted for more than 30 min, quantitative yields

were obtained regardless of the solvent volume (Table 1; entries 5–16). Thus,

extended reaction time favoured the occurrence of full conversion of NBD into

polymer at large volumes, when small chains were initiated in the first minutes of

reaction and propagated over time.

In all the cases, the resulting polymers were insoluble in CHCl3 and THF—in

agreement with an expected cross-linked network—and the molecular weights were

not determined.

Quantitative yields of polyNBD under argon atmosphere were obtained with 3
for 5 min at 25 �C regardless of solvent volume [17]. With complex 2, quantitative

yields were only obtained for 60 min at 40 �C [22]. This suggests the following

complex reactivity series for ROMP of NBD: 1 * 3[ 2.

Table 1 Dependence of the polyNBD yield obtained with 1 on the reaction time, CHCl3 volume, and

atmosphere type at 25 �C

Entry Time

(min)

Volume

(mL)

% Yield (in argon) % Yield (in air) Yieldargon/yieldair ratio

With

1
With

2a
With

3b

1 5 2 100 74 1.4 1.2 1.5

2 5 4 54 26 2.1 2.7 2.8

3 5 6 22 11 2.0 2.1 3.2

4 5 8 11 * * * 8.2

5 30 2 100 100 1.0 0.9 1.3

6 30 4 100 51 2.0 1.3 1.7

7 30 6 100 20 5.0 4.0 3.0

8 30 8 100 * * * 4.3

9 60 2 100 92 1.1 1.0 1.2

10 60 4 100 18 5.6 1.1 1.8

11 60 6 100 * * 1.8 2.7

12 60 8 100 * * * 6.7

13 120 2 100 94 1.1 1.0 1.0

14 120 4 100 27 3.7 1.0 1.5

15 120 6 100 * * 1.9 2.4

16 120 8 100 * * 2.8 6.7

aData from ref. [21]
bData from ref. [24]

* Less than 5% yield under air or no occurrence of polymer in significant yield to be isolated
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Previous studies have shown quantitative yields of polyNBE with complex 1 only

when the reaction occurred for 120 min in 2–8 mL of solvent under argon

atmosphere at 25 �C [29], which suggests better reactivity of 1 with NBD compared

with that with NBE, as occurred with complex 3 [17].

In air, quantitative or semi-quantitative yields were obtained with 2 mL of

solvent with reaction time longer than 30 min (Table 1; entries 5, 9 and 13). Lower

yields were obtained when solvent volume was increased for any reaction time. As

the Ru(II) complex forms the metal carbene in an induction period, before reaction

with the first monomer unit (initiation step), oxidation of the active species by O2

from air dissolved in solution explains the low yields obtained at larger volumes

with increasing time [17, 29]. Therefore, the Ru complexes in the initiated chains

probably undergo oxidations by the molecular oxygen dissolved in the solvent at

large volumes for long periods, and the propagation step fails. In contrast, in 2 mL

of solvent, the propagation step tends to occur either under argon atmosphere or in

air. It is worth noting that the yieldargon/yieldair ratios are close to 1.0 with 2 mL

CHCl3 for reaction time longer than 30 min (Table 1; entries 5, 9, and 13). From

early studies, complex 3 tends to provide similar behaviour [17]. Complex 2 also

shows good yields with 4 mL of solvent [17]. From these data, it is possible to

conclude that the complexes 1, 2, and 3 showed good activity in ROMP of NBD in

non-degassed solution with 2 mL CHCl3.

ROMP of NBD in the presence of NBE with complex 1

Different loadings of NBD were added to NBE solutions to obtain copolymers via

ROMP with complex 1 (Scheme 3).

Under argon atmosphere, with 80% of NBD in the starting composition, the high

quantity of this monomer probably favours the propagation of polyNBD blocks, as

already observed in the aforementioned homopolymerization studies with NBD

(Table 2; entry 1). The yield decreased when the NBD amount was reduced from 80

Scheme 3 Illustration of possible cross-linked copolymer obtained from ROMP of NBD in the presence
NBE
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to 60% (Table 2; entry 2). Perhaps, the reactivity rate favoured the production of

homopolymers with low cross-linking: the {Ru-polyNBD} moiety reacting better

with NBD than with NBE and the {Ru-polyNBE} moiety reacting better with NBE

than with NBD. If the active Ru species favours the reaction with NBD, the growing

chain slows down because of the low amount of this monomer. In contrast,

propagation with NBD is feasible in the presence of large amounts of this monomer.

As a consequence, with low amounts of NBD, occurrence of double coordination

can affect ROMP; the yield decreases because NBD is modifying the reaction

pathway [27]. There is competition between monomer consumption and double

coordination with the presence of up to 60% of NBD.

In air, the resulting polymer yields were ca. 70% for any NBE/NBD starting

composition, resulting in yieldargon/yieldair ratios close to 1 for 20–60% of NBD

(Table 2).

In this type of polymerization reactions, the catalytic performance of complexes

2 and 3 was similar [17]. With complex 3, the yield increased when the NBD

percentage increased. However, considering that polymerizations with complexes 2
and 3 were conducted at 40 �C [27], it can be suggested that 1 shows better catalytic

activity because the experiments were conducted at 25 �C.

The sample from the 20/80 NBE/NBD composition was only partly soluble in

CHCl3 probably because high cross-linking degree. The other samples were soluble,

which can be associated with the presence of linear blocks in the chains. The
13C{1H} without NOE NMR spectrum in CDCl3 of the soluble part from the 80/20

sample showed peaks that can be assigned to polymer with NBE and NBD [33, 34].

It was not possible to make a safe interpretation of the reactivity ratio and the cis–

trans conformation because of the poor spectrum resolutions. Molecular weights of

the soluble parts were in the order of magnitude of 104 g mol-1. The PDI average

values were 2.4 from samples obtained under atmosphere argon and 2.8 from

samples obtained in air. As expected, this indicates the presence of short chains in

the extracted material.

Swelling tests in toluene were performed to evaluate the occurrence of cross-link

in the isolated polymers with NBD (Table 3) [15, 35], considering that ROMP of

the second double bond in NBD forms a network that can hold solvent molecules

(Scheme 3). As expected, all the isolated polyNBE dissolved in toluene, considering

that they form linear chains (Scheme 2).

Swelling was observed in polyNBD and polymers from the starting compositions

with 80% NBD obtained with 1 and 3 (Table 3; entry 1 and 2), suggesting that

Table 2 Obtained yield values of polymeric materials obtained from ROMP of NBD in the presence of

NBE with 1, in 2 mL CHCl3 at 25 �C for 120 min

Entry %NBE/%NBD Yield % (under argon) Yield % (under air) Yieldargon/yieldair

1 20/80 100 71 1.4

2 40/60 66 69 0.96

3 60/40 78 71 1.1

4 80/20 83 72 1.2
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cross-linked polymers were formed. With complex 2, polyNBD swelled, but they

were partially soluble in toluene, which suggests a low cross-linking degree.

Polymers containing only 20% of NBD obtained with complexes 1 and 2 did not

swell (Table 3; entry 3), most likely because the amount of NBD was not efficient to

obtain a cross-linked polymer, whereas the polymer obtained with complex 3
swelled 100%.

The swollen polymers were dried to estimate the cross-linking degree percentage

(CD %), where the remaining weight can be associated with the weight of the cross-

linked polymer [36]. The results show polyNBD samples obtained with 1 and 3 with

80% of cross-linking (Table 3; entry 1). The polymers obtained from the starting

compositions with 20/80 NBE/NBD swelled, indicating some degree of cross-link,

but it was less than 1/3 (Table 3; entry 2). As previously deduced on the reactivity

series of the complexes for ROMP of NBD, similar series can be estimated for

cross-linking performance: 1 * 3[ 2.

SEM micrographs with 4 lm of resolution of the polymers obtained with

complex 1 in air are depicted in Fig. 2, and some correlation with the swelling test

can be observed (Table 3). PolyNBE is porous with 8.55 ± 0.78 lm of average

pore size (Fig. 2a), as well the polymer from 20% NBD with 4.73 ± 0.17 lm of

average pore size (Fig. 2b), which dissolved in toluene.

No pores were observed in the material with 20/80 NBE/NBD (Fig. 2c), whereas

the polyNBD showed small pores (1.50 ± 0.20 lm; Fig. 2d).

Micrographs from polymers of similar composition obtained with 3 were also

analysed (Fig. 3). PolyNBD and polymers obtained from the starting compositions

with 20 and 80% NBD did not show pores (Fig. 3b, d). Only polyNBE showed typical

porous structures (14.32 ± 0.53; Fig. 3a). These results also support the swelling

tests, Table 3, confirming that NBD can form a cross-linking network, but the type of

amine as ancillary ligand in the Ru complex influences the resulting polymer.

Thermal analysis

Thermal analyses were performed to better understand the occurrence of cross-link

in the polymers with NBD.

Table 4 summarizes the Tg values obtained from DSC and DMA measurements

of the polymers produced with complex 1. In addition, similar materials obtained

with complexes 2 and 3 were analysed to improve the discussion.

Table 3 Swelling degree percentage (SD %) in toluene and the cross-link degree percentage (CD %) of

polymers obtained with the Ru complexes in 2 mL of CHCl3, at 25 �C for 120 min under air

Entry Starting composition SD %; CD %

With 1 With 2 With 3

1 NBD 100; 80 100; 27 81; 81

2 20/80 NBE/NBD 100; 27 100; 10 100; 17

3 80/20 NBE/NBD * * 100; 25

* Total dissolution
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The samples from polyNBE showed Tg values independent from the starting

complex, both by the DSC and DMA techniques (Fig. 4; Table 4). These results are

in agreement with a linear chain of polyNBE with structure and character of a

thermoplastic with low Tg [26] In contrast, the polyNBD samples showed results

dependent on the complex used, with Tg values in the range from 20 to 50 �C
(Fig. 4). The polyNBD obtained with 1 presented higher Tg than the polyNBD

obtained with 3. The results from the polyNBD samples suggest the occurrence of

cross-linked lattice, and this depends on the starting complex. In addition, the

possible cross-linked lattice from NBD is in contrast with the expectation that NBD

is a poor cross-linking agent [36]. In the case of polyNBE samples, the lower values

in the curves (around zero degree) are associated with the molecule rotation around

the C=C double bond when polyNBE presents high trans content [17, 22, 25, 29].

When 80% NBD was in the composition, the DSC curves were flat; many times

cross-linked copolymers are not expected to show defined Tg values. DMA

measurements were not performed with polyNBD because of the brittle nature of

the obtained materials. This was not the case with the samples from 80/20 NBE/

NBD, with Tg values around 50–57 �C from tan d curves (Fig. 5; Table 4), and they

are close to those observed in the polyNBE samples. This suggests that large

polyNBE blocks can be present in the polymer chains. It is interesting to observe

that the processes associated with molecule rotation around the C=C double bond

Fig. 2 SEM micrographs of samples of polyNBE (a), 80/20 poly(NBE-co-NBD) (b), 20/80 poly(NBE-
co-NBD) (c), and polyNBD (d) obtained with 1 in air. At 25 �C for 120 min under air
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are in lower values in the curves (around - 20 �C) than in the samples of the

homopolyNBE.

Figure 6 shows the storage modulus (E0) curves as a function of temperature for

polyNBE. The variation in the E0 values indicates that the resulting polymers

present some distinction depending on the starting complex used in the synthesis.

Fig. 3 SEM micrographs of samples of polyNBE (a), 80/20 poly(NBE-co-NBD) (b), 20/80 poly(NBE-
co-NBD) (c), and polyNBD (d) obtained with 3 in air. At 25 �C for 120 min under air

Table 4 Tg values from second DSC scans and from DMA curves of the polymers

Complex Starting composition Tg from DSC (�C) Tg from DMA (�C)

1 NBE 48.0 * 50

NBD 48.3 *

80/20 NBE/NBD ND 51.3

2 NBE 47.3 * 50

NBD 39.2 *

80/20 NBE/NBD ND 50.0

3 NBE 46.6 * 50

NBD 22.7 *

80/20 NBE/NBD ND 56.5

ND not defined transition

* Brittle
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The measurements indicate that all polyNBEs exist in glassy state at low

temperature, in the range of - 20 to 0 �C. The E0 values slightly decrease when

the temperature rises to 0 �C, and then two sequential abrupt drops are observed in
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Fig. 5 DMA curves of 80/20 NBE/NBD films
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the temperature range from 0 to 60 �C in all of the cases. These processes

correspond to the primary relaxation (a) of the chain segments of polyNBE. The

first event is associated with trans conformation for NBE units, followed by

molecular mobility of the cis-NBE units. The polymers reach the rubbery plateau

above 80 �C. The higher E0 values from polyNBE obtained with 1 and 2 compared

with the value obtained with 3 suggest that the molecular weights of the first are

higher than that of the latter, which is in agreement with the early DSC and SEC

results, in the order of magnitude of 105 g mol-1 [17, 22, 29]. The Tg values for

polyNBE obtained with 1, 2, and 3, as determined from the maxima in the tan d
curves, are in agreement with the Tg values observed in the DSC curves (Table 4).

In general, the TGA curves with different complexes for each polymer set with

the same monomer starting composition presented the same degradation profile

(Fig. 7).

PolyNBEs were stable until 350 �C and presented two degradation steps

(Fig. 7a). The small weight loss before 350 �C can be attributed to the

decomposition of small polymer chains. The main degradation step (350–500 �C)

can be associated with decomposition of the polymer backbone. The final loss at ca.

500 �C is associated with oxidation of the carbon residues.

The curves of poly(NBE-co-NBD) with 20 and 80% of NBD in the starting

composition show drops in weight loss up to 400 �C, characterized by decompo-

sition of the cross-linked lattice, followed by decomposition of the polymer

backbone (Fig. 7b, c). The TGA curves for polyNBDs showed a similar profile,

where three degradation steps were also observed (Fig. 7d). The first loss (up to

425 �C) is associated with decomposition of the cross-linked lattice. The second

loss (up to 500 �C) and final loss are associated with decomposition of the polymer

backbone and oxidation of the carbon residue, respectively, as occurred with

polyNBE. It is worth noting that weight loss differs in the samples with NBD from

polyNBE; the curves for polyNBE are similar. T10 occurs at ca. 400 �C in the case

of polyNBE, but at ca. 100 �C in the case of NBD. T50 occurs at ca. 450 �C in all

the cases. This feature can be associated with the different reactivity of complexes

with NBD.
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Conclusion

The [RuCl2(PPh3)2(pyrrolidine)] complex (1) exhibited activity for ROMP of NBD

either under argon atmosphere or in air at 25 �C. Under argon atmosphere, this

complex was more active with NBD than with NBE for short times regardless of the

solvent volume studied. In air, good yields were only obtained in 2 mL of CHCl3
probably due to oxidation of the active species at large volumes, which was less

pronounced with NBE. The yieldargon/yieldair ratios from the copolymerization

studies were close to 1.0 for all NBE/NBD compositions. Considering that ROMP

reactions between NBD and NBE with complexes with piperidine and perhy-

droazepine as amines were conducted at 40 �C, it can be suggested that complex 1
shows better catalytic activity, considering that the experiments were conducted at

25 �C. The swelling tests showed that complexes 1 and 3 were able to form cross-

link in the presence of NBE. The micrographs from polyNBE samples presented

pores, and in polymers with NBD, the pores tended to decrease in size. DSC scans

showed defined Tg values that characterize the polyNBE as thermoplastics with high

trans content. The DMA experiments are in agreement with the Tg values from the

DSC measurements, and the higher the E0 value from polyNBE obtained with 2 and
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3 compared with that obtained with 1 suggests that the molecular weights of the first

are higher than that of the latter, which is in agreement with the SEC results.

PolyNBD and samples from 20/80 NBE/NBD films were too brittle to perform

DMA measurements, but the Tg values of polyNBD from DSC scans were similar to

those reported in the literature (35 �C). The thermal characteristics of polyNBD and

copolymer were influenced by the complex utilized due to the efficiency of each to

form cross-linking. Therefore, the complexes were active to open the second double

bond of NBD and to shift the thermoplastic characteristic of polyNBE in the

presence of NBD.
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